Emory is a place of education and healthcare, so please be mindful of students, patients and visitors by keeping your voice low when talking with a walking partner.

When choosing an indoor walking route, use wide hallways in common areas, avoiding patient care areas.

Walk on the right side of the hallway, no more than 2 walkers side by side, and allow others to pass.

Respectfully pass slower walkers on their left side.

Indoor walking routes are primarily for use during inclement weather. We encourage walking outside and enjoying Emory’s campus when weather permits.
EUH Tunnel Mileage:

1/4 mile:
EUH to Egleston and back.

3/4 mile:
EUH to CRM & back + EUH to Egleston & back + EUH to TEC and back.

1.09 miles:
EUH to CRM & back twice + EUH to Egleston & back once.